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The flow distributions from a manifold with heat transfer find 
application in heat exchangers and manifold systems for internal com-
bustion engines. 
The manifold problem has been solved extensively, both analy-
tically and experimentally, for an incompressible, isothermal fluid, 
Keller (1)* studied the general problem of a. manifold discharging fluid 
through several openings along the manifold length and supplying fluid 
to a set of parallel pipes or ducts at right angles to the axis of the 
manifold. Both mathematical and experimental studies found that, for 
perforated pipes, the discharge profile was essentially determined bv the 
relative values of pressure regain arising from deceleration and bv the 
pressure loss caused bv friction, 
The curves given by Keller show that, as the diameter of the pipe 
increases relative to its length,, it is possible to reach a stage at 
which the quantity leaving the holes at the downstream end of the pipe is 
considerably greater than that from the holes at the upstream end. 
Dow (2) considered the question in connection with the design of 
pipe burners. He realized that the change of flow pattern occurring in 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to the Bibliography, 
2 
the passing from turbulent to streamline motion in the pipe may completely 
alter the distribution of velocity from the iets« He solved mathematically 
the special case of a constant rate of discharge along the length of the 
manifold, Dow adopted a pipe of constant diameter and with uniform holes 
at constant pitch. In order to achieve the same level of flame alone the 
length of the gas burner, he inserted a tapered plug, thus varying the 
effective passage available to the gas as it passed from one end of the pipe 
to the other, 
Acrivos. Babcock» and Pigford (3) investigated the variation of 
static pressure along the main channel of a manifold and the distribution 
of the fluid flowing through the ports for both a "blowing" and a "suck= 
ing" manifold. The curves given bv them represent the mathematical solu-
tion for a manifold with zero distance between ports and show that for 
certain configurations the distribution of fluid through the ports may be 
made verv nearly uniform,, These curves also show the effect of a finite 
distance between ports on the flow distribution, 
Allen and Albinson (4) have described a similar but simpler mathe-
matical approach to that of Keller CD, in which finite changes in pres-
sure and velocity between the individual discharge ports of a manifold are 
considered. They have given a formula for the variation required in the 
port areas along the pipe if the discharge quantity is to be uniform, 
Safar (5) studied experimentally the effect on the flow distribu-
tion of heating the ports of a manifold. The curves which he presented 
show that the mass flow rate is reduced by up to 11% when the port is 
heated, Safar"s data are presented for only one heated port at a time, 
3 
This then leads to the problem at hand, which is the determination of the 
flow distribution when the whole manifold is heated„ 
The author proposes to study mathematically the flow distribution 
of a perfect gas from manifolds with isothermally heated walls. The studv 
will be based upon a one-dimensional analysis of the flow, with the solu-
tions to the equations being obtained with the aid of an electronic com-
puter,, 
Experimentally, the flow distribution from the heated manifold will 
be determined bv measuring the mean velocity across the port for various 
values of total mass flow rate, ratios of port area to cross-sectional 
area, and ratios of inlet temperature to wall temperature, 
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CHAPTER II 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS 
The non-dimensional equations governing the flow may be written 
when the following assumptions are made* 
1. The fluid is a perfect gas. 
2„ The effect of compressibility on the flow through the port may 
be neglected, 
3. The effect of the variation in pressure upon the density is 
small compared with the effect of the variation in temperature. 
4. Th^ wall temperature is a constant. 
5. The friction factor is a constant, 
Equations for the Discrete Blowing Manifolds.°°Beginning with the closed 
tube section (see Figure 1) of the manifold, an equation (see Shapiro 
(6)) for the variation in pressure as a result of changes in stagnation 
temperature and friction may be written, 
dp k M 2 ( l + ^ M 2 ) dTB kM2 f~l + (k-l)M21 4f dx 
= 2 _ — „ 
p 1-M2 T' 2U-M2) D 
I 4 2 
When low speed flow is considered, M < < 1 and M < < M (see Nomenclature 
for a definition of the symbols), 
2 k-1 2 
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The relation is then 
dp -kM2dT» 2 2f dx 
_ = ___ ~ ̂ M _ 
p T« D 
A further simplification results when Reynolds analogy between 
friction and heat transfer is assumed valid. Using Reynolds analogy in 
the form 
dT 2f dx 




the desired relationship becomes 












For low speed flow T » ^ T , also let T = T 
where x = i. Then 
dp = ~pu' 
r T 
w 2f dx 
D 
Now using the following: 
w O u =• constant:, f and Tw are constants, 
and integrating 
J< = ( i ) A x 
2f 
Pi ~ Pi = 5" ri x 
u v dx 
J , (1-1)£X 
T The integration of u _w can be obtained in a closed form if u is 
T 
replaced by an average value of u„ Let the average value of u be given 
, u. + u. ., by __i l , then 
i ° - 2f O ° 
p.-p. = - r, . 
ri ri — V i i 
D 





From Shapiro (see Ref„ 6, P, 243) 
- 2f x 
T = T - (T - T ) e 
w w o 
7 
then 
r 2T H 




T -T D 
w o e 
w / J 
Now using the dimensionless quantities 
G . = _i , 2\.== J j , , P1 = *i *V 
P 2 6 P u 2 
o »o o 
I — ' 1 
T 
0 , = _1 , F -
2 5 / 2 p 3 / 2 o < K 
4 OC K / 1 
and y = 1/ 2A ' A 
the relationship for the variation in pressure as a result of changes in 
stagnation temperature and friction is obtained in the non-dimensional 
form 
p o _ a TTo (U. + U») 
i i i " 








Ln i + 1 
0>. 
(2-A) 
Next, by writing a material balance and using the orifice equation 
about the port (see Figure 2), the following is obtained: 
AW= A |"(fu)°+1 -(pu)'l 
also 
Aw = - OTTD AxK \l2f>(p-p ) n 
where 
K = coefficient of discharge 
cK = fraction of internal surface area of tube that is occupied by 
discharge ports, assumed uniformly spaced along the tube 
o<"/7DAx = discharge area of the port. 
The subscript s refers to the surroundings. Now equating the two 
the relationship becomes, 
( P u ) i + l " ( P u ) i = -°<TTD4xK . f lpCp-pT) . 
» + o If an average pressure i s used for p, p = j_l " i + 1 , 
2 
and the effect of the variation in pressure upon the density is assumed 
small compared with the effect: of the variation in temperature, 
Pi+1 V t * Vi+i » 
then 
o , 4^K 4x | 2 /p! + p° 
u i + 1 - u ' = ^ / _ 
*i+i ^ 
9 
The r e l a t i o n upon n o n - d : L m e n s i o n a l i z a t i o n becomes 
U t - U' = i + 1 i -Ay 
P " + P ' 
i + 1 i 
(3-A) 
i + 1 
Now, another relation is obtained from a momentum balance as indi 
cated in Figure 2, 
^i - pi - « u r*i *-;«T|. 
This may be non-dimensior.alized to give 
P u .pi = ^i+i 
i+1 i • 
~U'2- U°2 "] 
L l 1 + 1J 
(4-A) 
Using the equation of state, P= p__, and assumption 3, the fol 
k RT 
lowing equation is obtained: 
v o i 
or non-dimensionalized, 
0 = _o 
(5-A) 
Also, as used before 
T = T - (T -T ) a 





2 £ F , y (6-A) 
h = 1 — a e 
where 
a = 1-Q-o 
An extremely important relationship may be obtained by combining 
equations (3-A) and (4-A), 
4 / 2 \ ~ ~ * ) (7-A) 
U° _ = 1 U!-, I &Z U.'2 + 2 Ay 2 fl + W | Fi 1+1 Î y_ ] 
2 
; 
2 / e 1 + 1 
Also, the continuity equation may be applied to a closed section of the 
manifold to yield Pu = constant or 
0 U' = 0 U° . (8-A) 
i+1 i i i 
The problem may now be solved once the boundary conditions are 
established. These conditions are 
for y = 0: U° = 0 - 1, P° = M2, 0- = 9- , 
o o o o o 
and F = F . 
With these boundary condit.ions, the problem may now be solved by using 
equations (6-A), (5-A), (8-A), (2-A), (1-A), (7-A) and (4-A), proceeding 
a 
in a cyclic manner until U = 0, 
Equations for the Continuous Blowing Manifolds.--The differential equa-
tions, which describe tie flow from & continuous blowing manifold, may be 
obtained by letting Ay approach zero as a limit. First by adding equa-
tions (1-A) and (4-A), and taking the limit as <4y-»0 (see Appendix I), 
the following results are obtained: 
dP • l d cew2) • (mh I F \ = o 
dy 2 dy 1-a 
(1-B) 
Next equation (3-A) becomes 
(2-B) 





dP . dU d U 1 
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The combination of equations (1-B) and (3-B) yields, 
dU d"U + 1 
dy dy' 
dU 
L d y . 
2 dP + L d (0U
2) + m2) 
dy 2 dy 1-a 
(4-B) 
Expanding d (0U2) , 
dy 
12 
d (0U 2 ) dU 2 d© 
= 2 0 U + U 
dv dy dy 
now u s i n g e q u a t i o n ( 5 - A ) , 
- 0- d£> & dO-
0 = _ o ; = ~ _ o 
©• dy O2 dy 
and using equation (6-A) 
- =2AFy d© ^ «„ - -2 6Fy 
0- = 1 - a e p " ; = 2 p F a e " 7 . 
dy 





„ dU ITF 1 J „2 
+ U + - _ 
dy 1-a 2 
dU 




The solution to the problem is then the solution of equation 
5-B) with the following boundary conditions at y = 0° 
U = 1 dU 
dy 
= _ M and a = 1 - © . o 
The friction factor, f, and consequently F, is a function of the 
Reynolds number, such that, 





If the absolute viscosity, h* , is assumed to be a function of the absolute 
temperature such that f* = C /T_ Where jfa is the absolute viscosity 
/ a \™ol 
at a reference temperature T , then 
o 
r 
F = F 
0 U 9 
C 0. 
<6-B) 
For air, C has a value of 1.08 over a temperature range of 100 F to 
300° F„ Also for laminar flow N - - 1 and for turbulent flow N = - 1/4, 
When it is deemed desirable to consider the variation of F with 
Reynolds number, an adjustment must be made in & and d& as well as sub̂  
dy 
stituting equation (6=B) into equation (4~B)„ Beginning with Reynolds 
analogy, 
dT 2f dx 
T -T D 
w 
and non-dimensionalizing, then 
d© _ = 2|3F (1-G) . 
dy 
( 7 - B : 
























Equations (8-B) and (9-B) may be solved {simultaneously with the same 
boundary conditions as equation (5-B)0 
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CHAPTER III 
SOLUTIONS OF THE MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS 
The solution of the mathematical equations was, in all cases9 
carried out on a Burroughs 220 Computer. The programs were prepared 
with aid of a General Algol Program. 
The analytical data presented in this paper were obtained from 
solutions of the equations for the continuous blowing manifolds. These 
solutions were chosen for presentation since they eliminate ^ y as one 
of the variables. This reduction in the number of variables was most help-
ful when the data were presented graphically. 
All the analytical data were obtained from numerical solutions of 
the mathematical equations. The equations for the discrete blowing mani= 
fold were by their nature very adaptable to a numerical solution. They 
were placed in correct order and then translated into the Algol language. 
The solutions of the equations for the continuous blowing manifold were 
solved numerically by the use of a Fourth Order Runge-Kutta, 
The Runge-Kutta method is applicable only to first order differen-
tial equations. Equation (9-B) can be solved only aft*»r a change of 
variables has been made9 so let 
„ dU dZ d2U 
Z - and = 
2 
dy dy dy 
Then equation (9~B) becomes 
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dZ U 2 + N 










S o l v i n g t l - C ) f o r dZ 
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dZ C U2+N 
U + 1 
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' i r + z 





Two o ther r e l a t i o n s h i p s a re a v a i l a b l e 
dU • Z 
3~C 
dy 







r F or 
^« - o o 
1 C
N ( l - a ) 
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E q u a t i o n s ( 2 - C ) , ( 3 - C ) , and (4 -C) now c o n s t i t u t e a s e r i e s of t h r e e f i r s t 
o r d e r d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s which may be s o l v e d by u s e of t h e R u n g e - K u t t a 
Method. 
The g e n e r a l form f o r a F o u r t h Order R u n g e - K u t t a 9 s o l v i n g t h r e e 
s i m u l t a n e o u s e q u a t i o n s , i s a s f o l l o w s : 
f o r 
de* = f (y,u,z,a 
dy l 
dU ^ f2 ( y , U , Z , G ) 
dy 
dZ = f3 ( y , U , Z . 
dy 
t h e n 
> „., = & + 1 ( J +2J +2J + J . ) 
n+1 n T 1 2 3 4 
6 
U _, = U + 1 (K +2K +2K.+K. ) 
n+1 n 7" 1 2 3 4 
6 
Zn+1 = Zn + i < V 2 L 2 + 2 L 3 + V 
6 
where 
J i • h f i < y B » " » » W 
j
2
 = hfi 'v i^viwi wl -v 
J3 - hfl ( V 1 h'V 2 W 2 L2> V 1 V 
J. = hf, (y +h,U +K..Z +L,,&+J.) . 
4 1 ^n n 3 n 3 n 3 
and where h = ^ y , the increment taken on y. 
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L i k e w i s e 
K. = hf0 (y SU ,Z ,0- ) 1 2 y n s n v, n 
K, = h f , (y + \ h,U + \ K Z + | L , 0 + | J ) 
2 n 2 n 2 l n 2 1 n 2 1 
K 3 = hf2 ( V 2 h*V 2 W 2 L2> V 2 V 
K, = hf 0 (y +h,U +K„.SZ +L-,©- + J . ) , 4 2 J n ' n 3 n 3 , n 3 
and 
Ll = hf3 ^n>VZn> V 
L = hf ' : v + - h , U + - K , Z + ^ L , & + ^ J 
2 3 n 2 * n 2 I s n 2 1 n 2 1 
L = hf (y + -1- h . t i + \ K Z + 1 L ©• + 1 J ) 
3 3 n 2 n 2 2 n 2 2 f t 2 2 
L = hf (y +h,U +K Z +L G +J ) 
4 3 n n 3 n 3 n 3 
The g e n e r a l form i s s i m p l i f i e d i n t h i s c a s e s i n c e 
d 0 = f. (0 ,0- ) 
— 1 n9 n 
dy 
d U =f (Z ) 





= f „ (U ,Z ,0- ) . 
3 n n n 
The s o l u t i o n s of t h e s e e q u a t i o n s f o r t h e c o n t i n u o u s b l o w i n g m a n i f o l d 
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were carried out by use of an Algol Program, The only variable involved, 
other than the boundary conditions, was h. The proper value for h was 
determined by computing several solutions, the value of h being the para-
meter which was changed. The largest value of h was chosen, which would 
produce an identical solution, to six significant figures, with another 




Inlet Air,—The inlet air was supplied by a multistage centrifugal blower 
with a maximum capacity of 200 cfm of free air at a pressure of 30 inches 
of water. The flow of air was controlled by two throttling valves. A 
2-inch gate valve was placed on the inlet side of the blower. The air was 
then carried by a 2-inch iron pipe line to the gas meter. A 1-inch gate 
valve preceded the gas meter. 
The air flow was measured with a dry gas meter which was calibrated 
by the Atlanta Gas Light Company (a smaller meter was used when the pitot 
tubes were calibrated). The inlet pressure to the meter was measured 
with a "U" tube manometer, while the inlet temperature was measured with 
an iron-constantan thermocouple, 
The air was then carried from the gas meter to the test sections 
first by a 2-inch iron pipe line and second by a 3/4-inch copper tube. 
The total length of the 2-inch pipe line was 25 feet. The air was carried 
through an elbow into the 3/4-inch copper tube. This tube (the same type 
of tubing as was used on the manifold) was 6 feet long, which allowed for 
fully developed turbulent flow at the entrance to the test section. To 
minimize the transfer of heat from the test section to the inlet air, the 
inlet section of tubing was connected to the manifold by a piece of rubber 
tubing. 
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Test Section.°-The heated manifold consisted of a 3/4-inch copper tube 
(0.795 inch I.DJ 44 inches long with ten equally spaced ports (0.235 
inch diameter) 4 inches on centers * and 4 inches of tubing before and 
after the ports (see Figure 3). The port (see Figure 4) was constructed 
by drilling a 0.235 inch diameter hole in the copper tube. A brass tee, 
bored to fit, was slipped over the tubing and then soldered in position 
over the port. The downstream end of the manifold was closed with a gate 
valve, 
The port section (see Figures 4,5) was then completed by connect-
ing a nylon tube into the tee and allowing the air to pass through the 
wall of the steam jacket. The nylon tube consisted of 3/8-inch and a 
5/16-inch (0.235 inch I.E.) nylon tube, one placed inside the other, to 
minimize the effect of heat transfer upon the flow of the air as it 
passed through the port. The total length of the nylon tubes was 12 inches. 
Steam Jacket.--A steam jacket was utilized to provide an isothermal wall 
for the heated runs. The jacket consisted of a 6-inch black iron pipe, 
capped at both ends (see Figure 3). Holes were drilled in both ends and 
along one side to allow for the entrance of the manifold. The openings 
were sealed by use of rubber stoppers, cut to fit over the manifold. 
The jacket was operated at atmospheric pressure or slightly less. 
This was accomplished by use of throttling valves on the steam line and 
on the drain. The condensate (sometimes steam) was drained from the jac-
ket into an ejector which consisted of a spray nozzle and the appropriate 
control valves. The ejector was necessary to insure the maintenance of a 
vacuum in the steam jacket. It was necessary to maintain a pressure close 
22 
to atmospheric so that the rubber stoppers would maintain a tight seal. 
As an aid in maintaining the pressure, a pressure tap was provided to 
connect the steam jacket to a "U" tube manometer. 
Pitot Tubes.--The pitot tubes were constructed from stainless steel 
hypodermic tubing and copper tubing. A 4-inch piece of 20 gage hypoder-
mic tubing was cut and inserted about 1 inch inside a 6-inch piece of 
1/4-inch copper tubing (see Figure 5). The joint was sealed with silver 
i 
solder. Three small wire supports, for centering the pitot tube, and an 
iron-constantan thermocouple were soldered to the stainless steel tube, 
The copper tubing was used in the construction of the pitot tube 
for two reasons. First, it was needed to provide a rigid support for 
the stainless steel tubing and, secondly, it was needed to connect the 
rubber tubing to the manometer, since rubber tubing as small as the pitot 
tube would cause a large time delay, 
Manometers.--All pressure measurements, except the barometric pressure, 
were made with manometers. In each case the head was given in inches of 
water. Three "U" tube manometers were used for the measurements of the 
pressure at the dry gas meter, at the inlet to the heated manifold, and 
in the steam jacket. The manometer for the steam jacket was provided 
simply as a safety measure, 
The critical measurements were the total pressures in the discharge 
tubes. The total head (see Appendix II) was measured with a micromano-
meter with subdivisions of 0,001 inches (see Figure 6), The micromano-
meter was connected to a small manifold (see Figure 7). Each pitot tube 
was also connected to this manifold by a rubber tube which was sealed by 
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a spring cutoff. Only one cutoff at a time was opened, allowing a quick 
and direct connection between the pitot tube and the micromonometer. 
Thermocouples.--The temperature measurements were performed with 26 gage 
iron-constantan thermocouples* The thermocouple entf-'s were measured with 
a portable potentiometer using an ice bath as the cold junction. The con-
nections of the thermocouples were handled through a 20-position junction 
box. 
Thermocouples were attached to each pitot tube, at the gas meter, 
at the inlet to the manifold, and to the wall of the manifold, inside the 
steam jacket. The cold junction was formed in an ice bath, which was 




The test procedure required several steps before the flow distri-
bution could be measured. These steps were? verification of the thermo-
couples, measuring of the friction factor F9 and calibration of the pitot 
tubes, 
Thermocouples,--The validity of the thermocouples could be established 
either by calibrating them or by checking them against a standard. It 
was decided to check first against a standard,, Since this check was 
satisfactory, no further action was necessary. A check was made against 
two standards with all of the thermocouples indicating the same emf 
measured to 0.01 mv, and also matching the standards. The two cases werei 
£irstE a water bath whose temperature was measured with a thermometer 
bearing a Bureau of Standards calibration and, second, a steam bath a,t 
atmospheric pressure. 
Friction Factor.--It was necessary to consider the friction factor, since 
the flow distribution depends upon it, A rubber tube connected the first 
and last ports to opposite sides of the micromonometer for measuring the 
pressure drop. Those ports became pressure taps, the other ports were 
closed. The gate valve at the end of the manifold was opened, the centri-
fugal blower was started, the air flow was adjusted and allowed to reach 
equilibrium. 
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The air flow was adjusted for five different flow rates. During 
these runSj, measurements were made and recorded. These measurements 
were; static pressure at the gas meter, static pressure drop in the 
tubej, barometric pressure, temperature at the gas meter, manifold inlet 
temperature, wet and dry bulb temperatures and the time required for ten 
cubic feet of air to pass through the gas meter0 
Calibrate Pitot Tubes.--The calibration of the pitot tubes began with 
the connection into the supply line of a. small dry gas meter,. The meter 
normally used was too large for the measurement of the flow through one 
port. The pitot tube to be calibrated was positioned, the remaining ports 
were closed, and the valve at the end of the manifold was closed so all of 
the air passing through the gas meter passed through the port. This was 
done for each pitot tubec 
The blower was started, and the air flow was adjusted and allowed 
to reach an equilibrium* The following measurements were then made and 
recorded; The pitot head in inches of water, static pressure at the 
meter, barometric pressure., temperature of the discharge air, temperature 
at the meters wet and dry bulb temperatures, and the time required for 
one cubic foot of air to pass through the gas meter. 
Flow Distribution.--The data for flow distribution was obtained first by 
positioning the pitot tubes. Runs were made with five, seven, and ten 
ports open. With the pitot tubes in place, the remaining ports were 
closed, the air flow was adjusted and allowed to reach an equilibrium. 
The air flow was adjusted so as to match heated and non-heated runs, that 
is the total mass flow was the same for a pair of runs, one heated and 
26 
the other not heated. When heat was used, the air flow was adjusted first, 
the steam valve was opened and finally the ejector valves were opened. 
The steam inlet valve and the ejector valves were opened. The steam inlet 
valve and the ejector valves were adjusted until steady state was reached, 
then a final adjustment was made on the air flow. 
Once the final adjustment was made and equilibrium reached, only 
minor adjustments were necessary to maintain equilibrium in the steam jac-
ket. These adjustments were made during the run. The following measure-
ments were made and recorded: the head at each pitot tube, inlet static 
pressure, static pressure at the gas meter, barometric pressure, inlet 
temperature, outlet temperature for each port, temperature at the meter, 
wall temperature of manifold, wet and dry bulb temperatures, and the time 
required for ten cubic feet of air to pass through the gas meter. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Mathematical Equations.--The results of the calculations outlined in 
Chapter III appear in Figures 9 through 28* The figures may be broken 
into five groups. 
First, Figures 9 through 17 show dw vs. y. In these figures, 
dy 
- d(0U) 
dw _ dy 
dy ~ -d(WJ) \ 
&V / y = 0 
where 
- d(gU) _ Side flow rate , 
dy = Total flow 
and y is the dimensionless distance which has already been defined. The 
area under the curves, A s is 
c 
J 6tm.) 
fdw ri J ~~dV
 dy 
c " J dy d y " " d(flJ)) 
d y /y-0 
The side flow may be obtained as a percentage of the total flow by 
multiplying A by — d(0U) \ , which comes from Figures 23 through 25. 
d y /y=0 
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The figures show for larger values of the parameter M 9 the flow is 
o 
more uniform than for small values of M „ When M is large, the other 
o o 
parameters have little effect on the flow distribution. This may be 
explained by looking at M „ Now 
o 
M2 . Po-P. , 
o -— r 
@?u2 
r o o 
2 and thus when M is large, either (p -p ) is large or ( (3 p u ) is small 9 
O O S O O 
this means the bleed off rate is large compared to the pressure rise due 
to a reduction in u or a pressure drop in the manifold* That is to say, 
the manifold acts like a large reservoir with a number of openings and 
each port has essentially the same pressure differential acting across 
it. When Mo is small, the pressure rises and drops are the predominate 
factors. This results in an uneven flow distribution with an increase in 
the initial side flow rates. The effects of heating are much greater 
when M^ is small. o 
Second, Figures 18 through 19 show w vs. y for various values of 
^y. These curves show the relationship between the solutions obtained 
from the differential equations and those obtained from the finite equa-
tions. The smaller the value of 4y, the nearer the two solutions will 
compare, and the smoother the flow distribution. 
Third9 Figures 20 through 22 show Range in side flow rate vs M . 
Initial side flow rate 
These curves give the maximum variation as a percentage of the initial 
side flow rate. When M is smallT the variation is greatest and increases 
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when heating is applied. However9 when M is large9 the variations become 
small and in the limits approach zero. 
Fourths Figures 23 through 25 present Initial side flow rate vs « „ 
Total flow ° 
These curves show a linear variation with M . When ©• equals unity, F 
o o J o 
has no effect on the relationship; but when heating is applied, as F 
increases the initial side flow rate increases. 
Fifths Figures 26 through 28 show the dimensionless length L", where 
L° - 4<XK vfliP L , vse M . These curves reveal little or no effect from 
^ D 
heating. As the friction increases so does the length L*. This indicates 
that as the friction losses become large they counteract the pressure 
recovery as U is reduced and heat is addedi the result is that the manifold 
pressure drops requiring a greater discharge area for the same flow rate. 
Heating causes the curves to cross, which indicates that the 
effects are reversed as Mm becomes smaller. That is. the pressure rises 
due to thermal energy input and reductions in U are larger than the pres-
sure losses due to friction. 
Experimental Data.—The Figures 29 through 38 show the correlation curves 
for the experimental data. The curves were obtained by drawing a smooth 
curve which was positioned so the scattering of data was balanced above 
and below the curve, Thetse curves show a normal scattering of data. 
The data were obtained from computed mass flow rates. The experi-
mental data began with the measurement of the head from the pitot tubes 
along with the temperature at each port and the total pressure* The 
Reynolds number in the port could be obtained from the calibration curve 
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for the pitot tube. The temperature and atmospheric pressure were suffi-
cient to determine the kinematic viscosity. This then gave the volume 
flow rate. 
From the volume flow rate9 the mass flow rate could be computed 
when the specific volume was known. The wet and dry bulb temperatures 
were obtained as a part of the experimental data. They allowed, along 
with the barometric pressure, the specific volume to be read from a psy-
chrometrlc chart. The mass flow rate was then obtained,, 
The mass flow from each port was summed and compared with the mass 
flow obtained from the gas meter. Any difference was corrected, applying 
the correction equally to the flow from each port. The data which appear 
in Figures 29 through 38 then represent the ratio of the flow from a port 
divided by the flow from the first port, 
The Figures 39 through 48 compare the correlation curves with the 
solutions from the finite equations. They compare favorably with a 
slight separation at the end. The measured flow is less at the end of 
the manifold than the predicted flow. Some of the computed curves stop 
short of the actual number of ports. This occurred because the solutions 
of the equations begin with a specified set of initial conditions. These 
conditions may not completely fit all of the conditions downstream. The 
starting values were computed from the experimental data. There was 
apparently enough error in the initial conditions to prevent a complete 
matching of the downstream conditions. 
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CHAPTER VIT 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions.--In the design of a manifold system, whether heated or 
unheated, it is desirable to make M as large as possible. This will 
L 
make the variation in the mass flow rate as small as possible. The ̂  
ratio should be kept as small as possible since this allows the manifold 
to act as a large reservoir thus providing a more uniform distribution. 
The transfer of heat to the gas will in all cases add to the dif-
ficulties of maintaining a uniform distribution. Heat transfer should be 
minimized whenever possible. The faster the fluid is removed from the 
manifolds the less heat may be transferred. This is accomplished by keep-
ing MQ high and FQ low. 
The value of FQ should not, in all cases, be kept necessarily low. 
It will be noted that for certain values of the parameters, a higher value 
of F will allow for a more uniform flow distribution. In these cases it 
iSj, of course, desirable to attempt to attain this value of F . It is not 
always possible to obtain the desired values to give a uniform flow dis-
tribution but the alternatives can at least be investigated. 
Recommendations.--For the advancement of this study, further investiga-
tions should be made for additional cases along this same lire , 
1. Further experiments should be performed with a series of mani-
fold systems in an endeavor to examine the flow distribution in the region 
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of greatest deviation so the effect of heating might be more pronounced. 
This would allow for a more conclusive verification of the equations used 
in this paper, 
2. Further data should be obtained to give a wider range of data 
and to help further establish the shape of some of the curves for MQ less 
than unity and greater than three. 
3. Additional physical configurations should be studied; for 
example, a non-uniform cross section for the manifold or ports at an 
angle other than 90 degress to the axis of the system. 
4. The case of a sucking manifold should be investigated. This 
could then be tied into the blowing manifold solution by joining the two 
manifolds with tubes which would replace the ports in each case. 
The final recommendation would,, in all likelihood, be the most use-
ful of all the solutions. This would then very closely resemble mathe-




THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
The differential equations which describe the flow from a continuous 
blowing manifold may be obtained by letting &y approach zero as a limit. 
Before a limit may be taken, the finite difference equations must be writ-
ten from the beginning of one port to the beginning of the next port. 
This involves the equations which describe the flow through the straight 
portion of the tube plus those equations which describe the flow past the 
port. 
Start with equations (1-A), (2-A), and (4-A), 
P'-P = 
i i i i " FiAyK3i 
(1-A) 
1 0-




P =P° = i+1 
i+1 i -k-L 
ru«2-u° 2 
Ui Ui+1 2 L 
(4-A) 
When assumption two is applied, 
0 , U8'"-U2 , - (0U2)1 - (0U2)° 
i+1 i 1+1 I i i+1 
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equat ion (4-A) becomes 
P ° „P« 2S 
i+ l i ;[' ( 0u
2 ) ( - (eju2)° 
i i + l 
(1-D) 
J 
Now when equations (1-A) and (A-D) are added, 
P° ~P° = 
i+l i «,^4a) £ MrO -i -( a , 2 ) I- i ( W j 2 ) i •C2-D) 
Beginning with equation (3-A), 
0 U° = 0 U , 
i+l i i i s 
(8-A) 
an i n t e r e s t i n g r e l a t i o n s h i p may be ob ta ined , 
(0U 2 ) °~ (>0U2)° = 0 U ' 2 - fflJ°2 
i w i 1+1 i T i 
Now using (8~A) 
0 U°2 = 
i + l i 
0 U ^ " 
i l l 
a l s o 
UJ 
1 
= i U 
i + l 
then 
(3-D) 
0 u<2 = ( g i U i ) 2 , 
i+ l i " 
0 i + l 








Finally the needed relationship is obtained, 
(0U2)' = (0U2)? + (0U)?2 
i i i n 
L. 
V l 0i 
(A-D) 
Equation (A-D) also gives another useful relationship, 
>o2 
¥To2 (WI. 





Substituting (A-D) and (5-D) into (2-D), the following is obtained 
P ~ P 8 
1 + 1 1 
4 y 
(w>j / 5 + i A _ u f + (0u)i 
\ 2 2 [Vi £ Vi 
r i l l 
i+i n j y 
' ( 0 U 2 ) ° + 1 
A y 2 A y 
(0U2)° - (0U)°2 
i i 
0i+i * i j 
(6-D) 
Equation (6-D) i s In the proper form to t ake a Limit , Taking a 
l imi t as A y approaches zeros as ^ y —-̂ 0 , 
• l + l — \ 
a 
1 
Lim *%i- •n _ dP 
A y - * - 0 A y dy 
Lim 
A y-"»0 0 
0 
0 
__~I_N - ( i - i 
Ay-»-0 l 0 L 0 j | 0 0 
= 0 ; 
cr 
i , from equa t ions (2-A) and (6-A) 
A y - ^ o A y 
G i - l Ln 
l - a V 2 P F i ^ ( i ) 
- - ^ ^ F ^ y U - 1 ) A y 2 j 9 A y 
i = Ln { l ^ e - ^
! F i ^ ( t j ^Ln { l - a V 2 ^ F i ^ ( i ° X j 
2 ^ 4 y 2 S A y 
G 
A y 
In order to determine the limit of _i , apply L* Hospital's rule diff 
A y 
entiating with respect to ̂ y, 
Lim 
A y 
Gi . L i " [ 2 PV ± > 5 e-2PFi^y(1) 
—o 17 Ay-o [2|3 [i-I.-
2pFiAy<i5] 
2^F ( M ) a e - 2 ? ^ | 
2 ^ Q - f T - ^ p F i a y ^ - i ^ 
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/ • ? ,<i ) . - 2 P F i A » ( 1 ) I F (t-n.-2PF iAy<i-i-
i — i " 
Ay ^o i.a,r2PFiAy (1) i .Se-2PF i^ { 1- l ) 
I F ( 1 ) 1 _ a F 1 ( l - l ) ( l ) 
1=1(1) l - a ( l ) 
: F 1 C i ) - a F < i )+a F 
1-a 
thus 
Lim G a F 




U i • l f\_ uf + <jrf* '
 l 









!i * i <> 
then 





u? + * f 0L_u° 2 + ( g t J ) i 2 
e i + i *i+i 0 +i 
1/2 
= W* ; 
Lim r 
< ^ i + l 
({0J 2 )° - 0 U ° 2 
Ay-^-o 2 Ay 9 (D 
L i+l i J 
-Lim i _ /<«*^*r cwj2)i^ = - - — • 
Ay-*-0 2 Ay [ J 2 dy 
Substituting the above limits into equation (5-D), (5-D) becomes 
d P . -<0U2) f F + ' 
dy 1-a 
1 d(0U ) 
2 dy 
or 
dP + 1 d(gU ) + (WJ2) / F \ „ c 
dy 2 dy \ 1-a / 
L i k e w i s e , b e g i n n i n g w i t h e q u a t i o n ( 3 - A ) , 
U - U' = 
i + l i 
Av 
p° , + P» 1 
i + l i 
0 i + l 
and s u b s t i t u t i n g (1-A) and (3-D) i n t o (3-A) g i v e s , 
Kn - K * 
o o „ o (U +U1) 
- I P +P - 0 U i i 
i + l i i i — • • d 
[FiA^i| 
1/2 
i + l 
Now applying a limit, 
£. 
i + l 
Lim 1 
A y - * o Ay 
i + l 
Lim 
/ i y - ^ 0 Ay 
1 J yO yO / _ dU 
i + l "" i 
dy 
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u s i n g e q u a t i o n ( 5 - A ) , 
t h e n & i + 1 m 0 
0 i + 1 
1 0-
G i Ln i 
h e n c e 
Lim 
* y - ^ o 
Lim 
A y - > o 
T h e r e f o r e 
Lim 
A y - ^ 0 
2f5 a i+ i 
G n _^__ L n ( l ) • 0 ; 
2$ 
F i Ay - 0 . 
> +P>.gu° " W i+ l i i i \ • [F iAy^7 
™| 1/2 




F i n a l l y , t h e d e s i r e d r e l a t i o n s h i p i s o b t a i n e d , 
dU = f 2P 





THE CALIBRATION AND CORRELATION OF THE PITOT TUBES 
The calibration of the pitot tubes actually began with a mathe-
matical analysis of the equations related to the pitot tube followed by 
an experimental verification of the results. For this particular appli-
cation, the most convenient pressure differential to measure was the 
difference in the total pressure in the tube (see Figure 3) and the total 
pressure (barometric pressure) surrounding the tube. The barometric 
pressure was much easier to measure than the static pressure, since the 
plastic tube had a diameter of only 0.235 inches. The pitot tube was 
inserted into the plastic tube a sufficient distance to eliminate the 
exit effects. 
The mathematical analysis begins by writing the equations for the 
pitot tube when the fluid is air. The equation for the total pressure at 
the point of the pitot tube is, 
p V2 
Pta = Psa
 + A*_ 
2 
or 
p V 2 (UK) 
p — p = \a Hta Ksa -* 
2 
Now the pressure drop from the end of the pitot tube to the surroundings 
:: S 
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f1 p V2 (2-E) 
Psa - PBa = - -^ l~ • 
D 2 
Adding equations (1-E) and (2-E), the desired pressure differential is 
obtained, 
f. f 1 \ P v 2 (3-E) 
Pta - P B a - fl • _ \ J ^ _ . 
The pressure differential is more easily measured in terms of the 
heads so 
K = "ta ~ PBa • fl *£i] !_
2 • 
Pa ^ t> / 2 
The head was measured in inches of water, 




a (il£) ?/ (4-E) '/ W . 
P 2 
1 W 
Now if equation (4-E) is to be correlated, it must be non-dimensionalized, 
h 
w 
A2 *p. A2 
4j 
„ 2 A +£ i 
hw PaD - t D / Re2 
a A . 2 P. 
If the absolute viscosity, /^a, is assumed to be a function of 
the absolute temperature such that /* & = C y^oa/T \ 9 also from the equa 
l T o | 
1° E" 
t i o n of s t a t e , I a - RT , 
then 
fit 2 C // 2TJR 
/ a - ' oa , 
\ a o h 
so 2 2 / v 
2 W = ! * £ 1 U 2 
• , 2 
oa 
"RA*r-
Let c / + fl\ a n d 2T>
2 
1 — 2 
CR^V 
oa 
then hwp = Cx Re2 
— — a 
T C2 
Let c3 . S 
C2 
and finally h p „ „ 2 (5-E) 
w * L~ Ke 
— 3 a 
TJ 
Equation (5-E) will then form a straight line when plotted on log-log 
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paper. Notice that _wf is not dimensionless, however C (a constant) will 
J 
r 
h D contain the same quantities as w_ 
T3 
Equation (5=E) was verified and the pitot tubes were made from 
hypodermic tubing with three spacers provided on each tube to assure the 
proper relocation of the pitot tube after its removal from the plastic 
tube The calibration of the pitot tubes was a routine matter once the 
relocation of the tube was assured. 
After the relocation of the pitot tubes was effecteds equation 
(5~E) was easily verified. All but one of the ports were closeds then 
the total flow was measured with a dry gas meter, at the same time the 
head, h s the temperature4 T9 and the pressures p9 were measured„ These 
data were collected for a range of the parameterss w^ and Rea« To fur-
ther verify equation (5-E), data were collected for various values of 
h,„ and T. 
w 
The correlation, as can be seen from Figure 8S was quite accept-
able, Once equation (5-E) was verified, the pitot tubes were then cali-
h p 
brated by taking data for a range of Reynolds numbers and plotting w 
rr* J 
versus Re „ The reason data were taken for each pitot tube was the loca-
a r 
tion of the pitot tube. Each tube was in a different position relative 
to its own plastic tube, thus C_ had a different value for each tube„ The 
calibration curve for each pitot tube was then used to determine the mass 




Figure 1. Nomenclature Use for One-dimensional 
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Equipment 
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Figure 40 Detail of Manifold Port Construction 
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Figure 6. Schematic of Connection of Pitot 
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Figure 10. Calcula ted Side-flow D i s t r i b u t i o n s 
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Figure 11. Calculated Side-flow Distributions 
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Figure 12. Calculated Side-flow Distributions 
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Figure 16. Calculated Side-flew Distributions 
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Figure 17. Calculated Side-flow D i s t r i b u t i o n s 
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Figure 19. Effects of Finite Distance Between 
Ports on Flow Distribution 
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Figure 22. Difference of Extreme Values of 
Calculated Side Flow 
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Figure 23, Initial Side Flow Rate 
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Figure 25. Initial Side Flow Rate for 
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Figure 30. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Figure 32. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Figure 33. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Figure 34. Experimental Side Flow D i s t r i b u t i o n s 
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Figure 35. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Figure 36. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Figure 37. Experimental Side Flow Distributions 
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Calculated Side Flow Distribution 
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Figure 41. Comparison Between Experimental and 
Calculated Side Flow Distributions 
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Calculated Side Flow Distribution 
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Port Number 
Figure 46. Comparison Between Experimental and 
Calculated Side Flow Distribution 
Run No„ 9 
Experimental — 
Calculated — 
FQ = 2.203 
0-o « 1.0 









Figure 47. Comparison Between Experimental and 
Calculated Side Flow Distributions 
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Run No. 10 
Experimental —-
Calculated 
FQ = 2,232 
0-o = 0.817 








Figure 48. Comparison Between Experimental and 




Air, at 100 F, enters a manifold system at the rate of 25 cfra. 
The manifold is 70 inches long with 4 exhaust ports. The run is 1-1/4 
inch, 14 BWG gage tubing, with an inside diameter of 1.084 inches, and 
the discharge is through 5/8-inch, 18 BWG gage tubing with an inside diam-
eter of 0.527 inches. Determine the inlet pressure required and the varia 
tion in the flow distribution. 
Q 4Q (4) (25) 60 
u = o = o = 
o 
2 ,wv ,. «~,*2 A 7TDZ (7T) (1.084) 1 
144 
(4) (25) (144) 14400 ,,. _, _ 
u = = • 65.01 ft 
o — - — 
(7T) (1.084)2(60) 221.5 SeC 
-3 2 For air near atmospheric pressure, y = 0,180 x 10 ft /sec 
u D (65.01X1.084) 70.47 
K.e = o = = 
V (12X0.180 x 10"3) 0.00216 
Re = 32,600 
for commercial p ipe , r e l a t i v e roughness approximately 0.00015 
f = 0.00582 
o 
fQ Now for p = K = 0.6 
t 5 /2 f i 3 /2 , 
F o 
0.00582 (0.00582) 
5/2 (l.2Vf/LQ( ( l - .377)0( 
F _ 0.00369 
° "~^r~ 
0< = n d 2 = ( 4 ) (0-527)2 = 0.2777 
4DL (4) (1.084) (70) 75.88 
0< = 0.00366 
0.00369 
F = = 1.008 
0.00366 
L° = 4QU ^ 2 ^ ^ = (4 
D 
L» « 0.621 
G« T ;> 100+460 _ 560 
0 





from . Figure 27 M 










p M rs = o 
(70) 
(1.084) 




p - p - p where p is the gage pressure at the inlet to 
r Q r-g rg Q fg 0 & a r 
fold 
p - M2 6 P u2 
go o ' *o o 
for air at atmospheric pressure and 100° F, p« 0.071 lbm/ft" 
96 
p = ^ = 0.0022
 S l u g S 
32.2 f t 3 
p = ( 1 . 4 5 ) 2 ( 0 ,6 ) (0.0022) ( 6 5 . 0 1 ) 2 go 
P = 11,73 l b f 
7? 
p ^ = 0.0815 ps i 
9 7 
NOMENCLATURE 
A - Cross-sectional area of manifold 
D - Diameter of the manifold 
pe * Uniform pressure outside the discharge port 
p° - The pressure at the left end of the straight tube section i * 
pi - The pressure at the right end of the straight tube section i 
R - Gas constant 
T, - Absolute temperature at port i 
T - Absolute temperature of the fluid entering the manifold 
o 
T - Absolute temperature of the manifold wall 
T° - Absolute stagnation temperature of the fluid 
u - The velocity in the straight tube section. The same convention 
applies to subscripts and superscripts as for the pressure,, 
x - The distance from the beginning of the manifold 
A x is the distance between ports 
jLi - Absolute viscosity 
P - Density of fluid in slugs/ft3 
Dimensionless Quantities 
a - l-% 
C - Coefficient for variation of viscosity with the absolute tem-
perature 
*This notation is for the flow moving from left to right and port 
i preceding tube section i. 
98 
f„ - Fanning friction factor 
i 
F - f i 
i 
N 
2 5 / 2 £3/2<=<K 
Ln / i+1 
2f3 \ & 1 / 
k - Ratio of specific heats 
K <= Coefficient of discharge for the orifice equation, applied to 
the side port 
L° - Dimensionless length (4o^K \j 2S1 g ) 
M - Mach number 
M - Boundary condition M - po ps 
n J o 
2 PP."j 
Exponent defining the relationship of F„ as a function of Re 
P° - ^°j - Ps
} 
2BP u 
r ^ o o 
Re - Reynolds number 
o 
U° - ui 
u 
o 
w - Side flow rate/initial side flow rate 
C< - The fraction of the internal surface area of the tube that is 
occupied by discharge ports, assumed uniformly spaced along th« 
tube CXjTD Ax = discharge area of the port 
- The coefficient of pressure recovery as applied to the discharge 
port 
T 
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